


Sat 26th : Thar’ be treasure in them thar’ hills….

“I must say, you’re a world-champion snorer….” Mark, 3:30am [voice dripping with venom]

The Breakfast Club is no more
Pigs can sleep safe in their blankets, The 
Breakfast Club is no more! Alan evidently 
decided that 2 positions of responsibility 
were too much, so 'The ChainGang' took 
precedence. This meant that I was forced 
out on an early morning forgaging trip in’t 
countryside, living off the land for 
sustenance. Luckily I had my bike and 
Tescos was close by....but it felt ‘real' man, 
it really did!

Ledbury welcomes the Dry t-shirt competition
Before Saturday’s events could commence (or 
before we could ask Maggie & Dave to explain the 
rules yet again, as nobody had been listening last 
night at the Talbot), there was the small matter of a 
t-shirt presentation to Tash for completing….oh, I 
don’t know, but quite a lot of runs. 

The look of relief on her face was palpable. Not at 
having reached (quite a lot of) runs, but because 
Roger then stopped fiddling around behind her. 

Some of the more laddish elements of the Hash may 
have uttered a quick ‘Get it On’ at this stage, which 
actually, upon reflection, is the reverse of ‘Get it Off’ 
and so cannot be deemed boorish in any way shape 
or form. Boring maybe I’ll grant you, but not boorish.

Anyway, Tash declined. She’d already said ‘Yes’ at one hash this year, and that was more than 
enough. 



Anneka Rice Mk II
Maggie had her best 'School Ma'am' look on for the 'Treasure Hunt', if a floppy sunhat, a clipboard 
and a stern expression qualify in that respect? Resplendent in her new Anneka Rice all-in-one 
jumpsuit (or at least she was in Dave’s minds’ eye) Maggie explained the rules to all n’ sundry, 
including half of Ledbury who’d stopped to natter and have a gawp. 

By now, Dave was sitting on the ‘Naughty Step’ (or the ‘Bad Boys Bench’) despite having been up 
since first thing that morning, sticking cryptic signs all around Ledbury much to the amusement/
bewilderment/consternation of the locals. 

As always with H-aturday events (Hash Saturday), it 
was hard-fought, keenly-contested, and not without a 
certain element of gamesmanship - yes Mick, I am 
looking at you! - who later admitted under intense 
questioning (OK, a beer or two) to having casually 
stood in front of the first 'marshall' sign (just beyond the 
church) in order to block it from the view of oncoming 
hashers, namely Tash & Dick!

There was something for everyone - longs, shorts, dogs 
- and the allotted 1h30m simply whizzed by. I am now 
confident that I could answer any University Challenge 
question on Ledbury and its environs. Unfortunately 
none of this knowledge would be required for Simon & 
Louise's quiz that evening.

 



Back on the ChainGang
Once the hash had dispersed, refuelled and re-watered, it reformed into its various sub-groups for 
the afternoon's activities, rather like one of those flocks of starlings which magically weave patterns 
in the evening sky....a murmuration of hashers, there's a thought eh? 

The ChainGang set off led by Pugsley 
(with Alan in tow), the CreamTea Gang 
set off led by Sarah (with Sandra and 
Deefa in tow), Helen set off somewhere 
or other (with Aaron in tow) whilst Mick & 
Barney simply refused to budge from the 
Prince of Wales pub.

"A bit lumpy". That was Alan's prognosis, 
but when did anybody ever believe Alan? 
Luckily nobody did on the Chain Gang, 
so after checking with the campsite 
owner, we independently sourced a 

lovely pub at a riverside location. I therefore packed my swimming shorts, a book, and a towel in 
the hope of a nice jaunt out and an afternoon lazing in the sunshine. After the 3rd vertical ascent, 
when Roger didn't even bother to unclip at the summit, but merely keeled over gasping onto the 
grassy verge, I figured that I'd overpacked. Considerably.

Life is like a butterfly
So, although we never reached the river, we did stop at a lovely watering hole (The Woolhope -  
Cider pub of the year) and cycle through a dappled woodland Butterfly Reserve. This did provide 
some additional amusement in the form of hash butterfly names for those present:

* Red Admiral (Alan) - on account of his squadron leadership skills
* Sliver Tandem (Dick and Tash…or Tick and Dash as I heard them referred to over the weekend) 

-  on account of their trusty steed
* Behemoth (Matt)….I didn't bother checking the reason why!
* Great Skipper (Roger) - 'nuff said.
* Cabbage White (Sooper) - an apt name for a pescatarian 
* Orange Hoverfly (Ant) - not strictly a butterfly, but I couldn't find anything that would sit still long 

enough
* Blue Gobby (Mark) - not strictly a butterfly, but I couldn't find anything that would stop making a 

noise for long enough. Plus, Mark was very proudly wearing his blue 100km walk t-shirt, whilst 
telling anybody within earshot about it all, step by step….like I said, nothing that would stop him 
making a noise for long enough!

I’m reliably informed the ride was about 30km - that would be in length rather than vertical ascent - 
but we arrived back suitably ‘exercised’ and ready for the 
evening’s festivities. At this point, I should probably apologise 
to Ant for tricking him out of one of Helen’s 2 comfy chairs in 

front of the 
camper 
van…..but I 
probably 
won’t. 



The Evening's festivities
Having apparently upset the locals last year by 
making too much noise (I blame Gerry myself - 
one of those lurid-coloured shots too many), 
we’d been forcibly decamped to the not-so-close 
town of  Wellington Heath. 

Upon closer inspection, I’d initially thought that 
Gerry had redeemed himself by creating a pop-
up pub, ‘The Palmers Arms’ so that we could 
watch the England v Wales rugby match during 
the evening’s festivities. However, although he 
did partially redeem himself by bringing along 
the bulk of the beers which hadn’t been drunk at 
his ‘Summer Do’, the only rugby on show was a 
live score feed update from a laptop. 

Not to worry though, we had Simon & Louise in 
the chair as Quizmasters this year, so all grey 
cells would be required to answer questions as 
diverse as ‘The location of the first fried chips in 
England?’ (A: Oldham) and ‘the name of the 2 
US Highway patrol officers in a tv series in LA in 
the the 1980’s’ (A: Ponch & Larry). And for no 
bonus points from me, see if you can spot the 
link (A: Chips!)

“I’ve got yoghurt in orifices I didn’t even know existed” - Mick



Anybody looking through the window of the Memorial Hall (an ex-WW II hospital) at around 9:30pm 
could have been forgiven for wondering what levels of intellect were on show that evening, with 
both Helen and Jess up on stage, dribbling copious quantities of white yoghurt down their fronts. 

Upon closer inspection, they were being fed from behind by Aaron and Roger respectively…..which 
called into question both Roger’s parenting skills and, more worryingly, Helen & Aaron’s preferred 
method of foreplay. 

Let’s just say that Helen easily swallowed the most yoghurt.


